Procedural Rhetoric Implications in Cybiotic Media
An overview of the intersections and significance of digital and biological media.

Introduction
One of the most important implications of the advent of digital media is the ability to rapidly
create and manipulate deep, complex behaviors. As digital media scholar, Ian Bogost notes,
“procedurality  is  the  principal  value  of  the  computer”1. While engineers in the past have
developed numerous analog methods for forming expressive behaviors mechanically or
electrically,2 the development of digital media has enabled the creation of behaviors at speeds
and levels of intricacy several orders of magnitude beyond what was previously possible.
Bogost  confirms  this  unique  new  power,  stating  “The  computer  magnifies  the  ability to create
representations  of  processes.”3
This procedural affordance of digital media enables powerful, new methods for expression. As
with any other medium, digital processes convey information with authored description of how
real-world systems  “do,  could,  or  should  work.”4 For illustration, Bogost describes the mechanics
of the computer game, Tax Avoiders. The goal of the game is to amass money while avoiding
governmental regulations and the player literally moves around the screen visually dodging
sprites representing IRS agents (which cause audits) while trying to catch other graphics
symbolizing investment opportunities (which directly lead to monetary gain). Some of the
modeled  processes  are  quite  simple,  such  as  the  fact  that,  “the  player  always loses an audit,
and  50  percent  of  his  income  is  lost  to  taxes.”5 Through the games straightforward scripting,
however, the message is strongly incurred that one cannot directly fight the IRS. Importantly,
this rhetoric directly communicates the effect of process through process itself. Many texts have
been  written  about  tax  code,  or  investment  strategies,  but  as  Bogost  points  out,  “those  written  
descriptions attempt to explain the procedural ones, which are made up of rules rather than
letters.”  A  special rhetorical power is obtained by instead expressing messages in their base
medium  for  “procedural  representation  itself  require  inscription  in  a  medium  that  actually  enacts  
processes  rather  than  merely  describe  them.”6 Thus, those digital artifacts which work within
their own primary affordance, of procedurality, hold new significant abilities waiting to be
explored as the medium advances.
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As digital media expands our palette for creating new, artificial behaviors, the robust, refined
controls of new digital tools improve our abilities to analyze, understand, and even manipulate
existing, biological processes. The heightened apprehension of these previously invisible or
black-boxed biological processes permits new dialogues about and with these other7 forms of
life and, in turn, gives birth to a rich new body of biological media and artwork. The
comprehension of an intricate biological behavior is the first step towards its manipulation.
According to Molecular Biologist, Dr. Daniel Gibson,
“the   ability to rapidly digitize genomic information has increased by more than eight orders of
magnitude over the past 25 years. Efforts to understand all this new genomic information have
spawned numerous new computational and experimental paradigms...[and in] 1995, our team was
able to read the first complete genetic sequence of a self-replicating bacterium, Haemophilus
influenzae.”8

These years spent sequencing and studying the functions of genetic replication, for instance
enabled scientists like Dr. Gibson to insert custom data into the chromosomes of a living
creature. Nominally these function as genetic watermarks, permitting scientists to differentiate
genetically altered organisms from natural ones, and highlighting the expression of certain
genes. Some artists, however, have seen this opportunity to inscribe communications into an
entirely new, living medium. Bio-artist  Joe  Davis,  who  “writes  genetic  code  onto  fence  posts,  
and  other  unlikely  contexts,”9 has inserted a digital image of a vagina into a replicating e. Coli
cell  in  his  project  “microvenus.”  These  new  forms  of  biological  (or  biotic)  media  taken  by  
themselves comprise a very compelling realm of critical research examining the implications of
using living systems to convey information. Biological media can present arguments and raise
questions traditionally found in  singularly  human  media.  For  example,  in  one  of  Dr.  Gibson’s  
cells,10,  the  team  inserted  a  watermark  of  text  quoting  James  Joyce:  “To  live,  to  err,  to  fall,  to  
triumph, to recreate life out  of  life,”  which  eventually  came  under  fire  from  Joyce’s  estate  due  to  
potential copyright infringement.11
Like digital media, biological art is principally valuable because of its deep procedurality. At their
cores, both computation and biology are fundamentally built from process. In his article
attempting to discern the fundamental properties of life, Dr. Daniel Koshland defines living
organisms as those possessing self-sustaining and signaling processes. This leads Koshland to
state  that,  “the  first  pillar  of  life  is  a  program.”12 These programs, or collection of ordered rules,
are also is elemental aspect of any article of digital media. Thus, an interesting subset of media
7
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arises which explore the core affordances of both digital and biological works simultaneously.
Works that combine digital and biological behaviors are able to display procedural
representation highlighting not only aspects of their own processes but also those found in the
neighboring digital or biological component.
This concept, which,  for  ease  of  discussion,  I  am  dubbing,  “cybiotic  media,”  would  consist  of  
feedback systems where pre-programmed digital and naturally occurring biological components
communicate  and  influence  each  other’s  actions.  A  digital  video  game,  for  instance, which also
incorporates real living organisms in lieu of virtual agents, carries affordances and constraints
outside the realms of either digital or biological works by themselves.
Under the lens of procedural rhetoric this novel mélange prompts questions as to what impact
naturally behaviors play in forming the rhetorical message of a piece. How are scientists, artists,
and designers re-encoding the discovered processes of biological agents into the procedural
rhetoric of the overall digital media pieces? While dangers persist in any medium of spreading
false messages, intentionally or not, cybiotic works contain a partial failsafe by not merely
describing or emulating the target behaviors, but by actually incorporating the actual processes
themselves in the form of the real biological agent. Cybiotic media opens rich new realms of
procedural expression in computation and biology that provides novel insights into the unknown
behaviors of life.
Cybiotic media is a novel concept drawing from larger realms of media and biology which can
already be steeped in confusion and ambiguity. Thus, before examining how these concepts
interact,  further  discussion  is  warranted  describing  the  meaning  behind  the  term,  ‘cybiotic’  and  
its roots within prior notions of media.

Cybiotic Media within Digital and Biological Media
As the worlds of media and art spill out of traditional formats and pervade myriad possibilities of
representation, it becomes necessary for the purpose of deeper analysis, to focus within a
particular realm. As stated earlier, the area chosen here was selected due to a shared emphasis
on  behaviors  and  procedurality  between  digital  and  biological  media  forms.  The  term  “cybiotic”  
is here used to describe exclusively digital and biological media works which feature behavioral
feedback between digital and biological processes.

Cybiotic
Cybiotic  is  a  mixture  of  the  modifiers  “cyber-”  and  “biotic.”  “Cyber”  is  an  often  conflated,  
confused term, which can nowadays be used to mean electronic, computational, or simply
Internet-related.13 Norbert  Wiener  initially  used  the  descriptor  in  his  term  “Cybernetics”  
describing the complex control systems in living and machine systems. The original field
particularly focused on understanding the functions of goal-oriented looping causal chains.14
13
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The  term’s  use  here  lies  somewhere  between  these  two  concepts  and  is  utilized  primarily  as  a  
substitute  for  ‘digital’  with  the  connotation  of  an  emphasis  on  feedback  and  control  systems.
Biotic
“Biotic,”  is  used  to  disambiguate  between other similar concepts in the world of life sciences.
Applied  to  a  particular  media  form,  the  adjective  “biological”  could,  for  instance,  refer  to  a  
plethora of varying concepts: works that simply depict living creatures or processes, nonbiological works that are inspired by nature, simulated forms of artificial life, pieces investigating
organic molecules or structures, or works that make use of formerly living tissues and creatures.
Instead,    “biotic”  here  is  used  to  exclusively  call-out only structures which incorporate at least
one actual living organism.
An emphasis is also placed on the organism in question being non-human. In describing the
artistic  and  theoretical  themes  of  his  “Protozoan  Games,”  Professor Stephen Wilson asserts,
“conventional paradigms of science seek to place a profound boundary between humans and
other species. Humans are seen as superior and qualitatively different. Conveniently this
position  allows  exploitation,  domination,  and  disregard.” One special feature of biotic works is
that they bring the presence of other lifeforms  to  the  attention  of  our  typically  “humans-only”  
worldview. By ensuring that biotic media pertain specifically to non-human15 guarantees its
unique ability to attack human solipsism.
Its use in this fashion  is  modeled  after  the  term  “biotic  games”  proposed  by  Ingmar  Riedel-Kruse
et al. in their paper describing games which make use of living components. Riedel-Kruse
states,
“As   a   conceptual   framework,   we   suggest   the   term   ‘biotic   games’   (‘‘of   or   relating   to life,
caused  or  produced  by  living  beings’)  as  any  activity  including  the  necessary  equipment:
(i) that falls under the concept of games,
(ii) that has one or more humans interacting as active players with biological materials or
processes, and
(iii) where  the  game  design  and  human  experience  depends  on  modern  biotechnology.”16

He  further  points  out  that,  in  particular,  “This  framework  excludes  intentionally  video  games  
emulating  biological  processes  electronically  and  evolutionary  games.”  While  he  sets  forth these
claims attempting to define the realm of living, organism-based games, by dropping the ludic
aspect, the biotic term can be appropriated to refer to all living, organism-based media. Also,
whereas Riedel-Kruse mandates the need for human involvement, the realm of biotic media
beyond games, would only need human inclusion for the even smaller subset of interactive
biotic media.
The  term,  ‘cybiotic,’  then,  will  refer  to  systems  simultaneously  meeting  all  the  requirements  of  
digital media and biotic media with the caveat that the digital and biotic components must
interact or influence each other. In general this means that there are some sort of
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communicative loops between biotic and digital components. In the specific case of interactive
cybiotic media, the communication in these loops is also able to indirectly pass through a
human intermediary. In either case every cybiotic system will consist of at least three parts
● a digital agent
● a biotic agent
● a substrate permitting communication between agents
Note that the communication substrate could consist of any sort of medium or material. A
special cage could be created for example where the movements of an organism are translated
into certain mechanical motions which then trigger digital sensors feeding the computational
processes. One could think of the substrate in a case like this as being a mechanical agent
intermediary. Likewise human agents could be used to close the loop of information between
digital and biotic agents. Regardless, the substrate’s  function  is  simply  to  translate  the  
messages of one type of agent into a format to which the other can react.

Cyborgs
Some  may  question  as  to  why  this  medium  is  simply  not  referred  to  as  “cyborg  media.”  The  
digital-plus-biological sentiment is carried quite easily in this already established term, but it is
also burdened with other cultural connotations which may lead to further confusion and
ambiguity.  For  example,  the  term  “cyborg”  on  its  own,  typically  refers  a  blend  between  robot  and  
human (like the iconic figure of Robocop), whereas my goals for the term ‘cybiotic’ are to refer
primarily to systems blending the digital with the non-human. Also like Robocop, the emphasis
on cyborgs tends to fall on the living component being primarily augmented with technology.
Cybioticism tends to consider the two sides of a system as potentially commensurate. The
popular notion of cyborgs often additionally emphasizes a single entity or organism interacting
with the digital components. Cybiotic systems, on the other hand, are free of individualism and
could consist of interactions between multiple independent agents of varying species or class
types.
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Finally, the term cyborg can also be conflated with the idea of a cyborg as a post-gender cultural
mythos as described in Donna  Haraway’s  “A  Cyborg  Manifesto”17 Thus far ‘cybiotic’ carries few
cultural, social, or political undertones, and serves as a simple dialectic for analyzing specific
forms  of  media.  A  similar  term,  ‘hybrot,’  which  more  closely  relates  the  cybiotic concept, was
coined by Neurologist, Stephen Potter, in describing a robot controlled by both biological and
electronic elements.18 This term, though, would not apply as generally to also include media in
which the biological and digital systems have a more level relationship of mutual interactions
and influence, rather than a more hierarchical system of control.

Related Biological Media
Modern discussion of biological art typically treats more as a subject than as an expressive
medium.  In  her  “user’s  manual”  for  creative  biotechnology,  Natalie  Jeremijenko  categorizes  
pieces  into  conceptual  categories  such  as  “Body,”  “Beauty,”  “Dystopia,”  or  “Inevitability.” 19 This
sort of analysis tends to emphasize the communicated message with less regard for its means
of production. Therefore, works incorporating biological imagery, concepts, processes,
biological matter, or actual lifeforms are all analyzed under the same simple lens. Instead of
exploring biological creatures or functions as their own unique form of communication, it is
typically seen as a factor that can supplement existing media forming a multimedia medley.
In Janet Murray’s chapter, “From Additive to Expressive Form,” she emphasizes the modernist
need to analyze a new media form on its own and discover its unique properties in order to fulfill
the expressive potential of the new medium. She states, “Therefore, if we want to see beyond
the current horizon of scrapbook multimedia, it is important first to identify the essential
properties of [a medium]…that will determine the distinctive power and form of a mature… art.”20
To emphasize the particular nature of cybiotic media, and examine it as a potentially mature
medium, it helps to examine other closely related subsets of biological and digital media and
discover where they may or may not fall into the branch of cybiotics.
Biological Representations
The intriguing world of life functioning outside our own has always captured the attention of
artists. Herds of animals can be seen portrayed at the famous cave paintings in Lascaux.
Modern biological findings are also represented in various formats. David Attenborough
documentaries,21 computer generated walkthroughs of cellular functions,22 and  Joe  Davis’s  
genetic code inscribed fence posts23 are just some of the ways that real functions of life have
17
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been recorded or discussed by various other media forms. New York based painter, Alexis
Rockman,  for  instance,  creates  morbid  imagery  of  genetic  dystopias.    Featuring  “square  cows,
three-winged  chickens,  and  pigs  with  spare  livers,”  he  depicts  visceral  hyperbolic  atrocities  as  a  
public warning against the powers of biotechnology.24 Some biologists, like Lizzie Burns turned
to traditional art forms like painting or plays as a means of not only communicating
representations of biological behaviors, but also as a means of meditating upon their design
during research.25

In procedural media like videogames or  living  processes,  Bogost  notes  that  “images  are  
frequently constructed, selected or sequenced in code, making the stock tools of visual rhetoric
inadequate. Image is subordinate to process”26Thus, mere depictions of biology are, of course,
excluded from the realm of cybiotics, but the manner in which cybiotic components are
represented visually in a system can still influence the overall rhetorical message of a piece.
Biological Inspiration
New digital manufacturing techniques as well as improved biological tools have cast a light in
recent years upon the concept of Bio-Inspired  design.  Georgia  Tech’s  center  for  BiologicallyInspired  Design  states  that,  “science  and  technology  are  increasingly  hitting  the  limits  of  
approaches based on traditional disciplines, and that Biology is an important guide to
developing  new  ways  of  thinking.”27 As our abilities to manipulate and construct artificial
behaviors enumerate, so do our potential design choices. Basing these choices off the proven
effective systems in the natural world could potentially help circumvent endless periods of
design  iteration.  Artifacts  such  as  Stanford’s  gecko-inspired wall-climbing Stickybot28 or Craign
Tovey’s  methods  of  web  hosting  optimization  based  on  the  behavior  of  foraging  honeybees29 all
use biological research to empower the design of systems with goals similar to those found in
nature.
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Some works also harness bio-inspired design for less goal oriented productions. Works
sometimes simply emulate the structures or processes of lifeforms for their rich aesthetic value
alone.  Boredom  Research’s  “Ornamental  Bug  Garden”  is  a  digital  representation  of  a  living  
environment. They state:
“In   a   garden,   elements   are   composed   and   managed   in   a   way   that   tries   to   be   natural   whilst   often
combining formal sculptural elements to create a place of tranquillity and relaxation. In artificial life
modelling the purpose is normally to understand or predict how a natural system may behave in
certain circumstances. Here we attempt to combine the two approaches by building a population of
modelled  life  forms  into  a  formally  arranged  space  with  a  compositional  and  aesthetic  agenda.”30

This bio-mimesis can often be found in the construction of the digital portion or communication
of cybiotic works. Frequently, it can be easiest to communicate with an organism via structures
similar  to  those  already  found  within  the  creature  or  it’s  environment.
Biological Incorporations
On the other side of the spectrum of biological arts are those pieces steeped in the actual
physicality  of  biology.  Damien  Hirst’s  sculptures, consisting of deceased animals mounted in
clear formaldehyde filled tanks, rely on the actual structures of once living creatures to comprise
the art form. Following a similar vein, German artist, Thomas Grunfeld, uses taxidermied animal
parts to craft non-extant hybrid creatures.31 London musician, Matthew Herbet32 created a
musical exploration of life as expressive material using documentation and organic matter
resulting from the entire life of a  pig.  The  album,  entitled,  “One  Pig”  mixes  sounds  recorded  from  
stages in the pigs life such as birth, feeding and slaughter, as well as music made with
instruments crafted from the pigs remains. Some digital arts also incorporate biological
specimens as a means of providing visceral visualization of typically inconspicuous electronic
impulses.  Media  artist,  Garnet  Hertz  created  a  piece  “Frog  with  Implanted  Webserver”  which  
one  reviewer  described  as  “Akin to Damien Hirst's bodies in formaldehyde, the frog is
suspended in clear liquid contained in a glass cube, with a blue Ethernet cable leading into its
30
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splayed abdomen. The computer stores a website that enables users to trigger physical
movement  in  the  corpse.”33

Heather  Ackroyd  and  Dan  Harvey’s  photosynthetic photographs are good examples of artistic
expression  using  not  only  the  material  of  an  organism  but  also  the  organism’s  behaviors.34 They
lay photographic negatives over large patches of grass under strong lights. The light shining
through the transparent regions promotes photosynthesis, making these areas of grass appear
bright green, while the dark parts of the negative are shaded and cause the underlying plant
cells to blanch. Working with natural behaviors mandates the inclusion of living creatures,
moving works like these into the specialized realm of biotic media. As Maura Flannery describes
in Biology as Art,  “This  work  is  not  just  about  living  things  in  art  work;;  it  is  about  using  the  
processes  of  life  to  create  the  work.”35 Some  of  Hirst’s  other works focus on incorporating the
behaviors  of  organisms.  His,  “A  Thousand  Years,”  made  from  a  transparent  box,  contains  
several life cycles of fruit flies as they eat a severed cows head and sometimes wander into an
“insect-o-cutor.”36
An interesting aspect of media which physically incorporates biology is the need for the author
to at least partially hand over creative control to the biological processes resulting in the
behaviors or structures of the creature being used as medium.
Digitally Processed Biology
The rapid, (sometimes) delicate sensing and analysis offered by advances in computation often
lead  to  works  resulting  from  the  digital  processing  of  biological  data.    Much  of  Ben  Fry’s  work  
with genetics often explores digital methods of understanding the dense troves of information in
DNA.37 His  project  “Genome  Valence”  is  an  interactive,  dynamic  visualization  of  the  genetic  
searching functions scientists perform when trying to determine the functionality of a particular
33
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sequence. Some of these works,  like  Georgia  Tech’s  Accessible  Aquarium  project  seem  quite  
related to the idea of cybiotic media, as the detected movements of autonomous fish help direct
a musical composition. While these systems carry interesting relationships between living and
digital functions, the information flows only one way for any processing done by the digital agent
poses no effect to the original biotic agent.

Cybernetic Organisms
Bordering on the edge of cybiotics lies the realm of cybernetic organisms. Connecting control
systems which connect to biological functions allows either the digital or biological component
direct  access  to  the  sophisticated  abilities  of  the  other.  DARPA’s  Hybrid Insect Micro
Electromechanical Systems project,for instance, uses arrays of electrodes and digital control
systems to hijack some of the functions of a living insect. They describe their method of
controlling  insect  locomotion  much  in  the  same  way  that  “reins  are  needed  for  effective  control  
over  horse  locomotion.”38 The eventual goal is to replace costly robotic structures with
inexpensive  controllable  creatures  for  “future  autonomous  defense  systems.”  Program  Manager  
Dr.  Jack  Judy  notes,  “cyborgs  will  provide  compact  platforms  that  use  highly  efficient  biological  
systems developed over  millions  of  years  of  evolution.”39 In these types of systems the biotic
side is merely being exploited for its unique and efficient structural abilities; the will and
behaviors of the biotic agent are typically merely overridden by the electrical control signals.

Taking the opposite view of augmented biology, performance artist, Stelarc, has attached a
superfluous, cybernetic third arm as performative device to open discourse concerning the body
and  the  topic  of  exorbitance.  As  Stelarc  says,  “the Third Hand has come to stand for a body of
work that explored intimate interface of technology and prosthetic augmentation- not as a
38
39
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replacement but rather as an addition to the body. A prosthesis not as a sign of lack, but rather
a symptom of excess. “40
As discussed earlier, the flow and influence of information in purely cybernetic systems tends to
be unidirectional (with the exception of potential low-lying embedded feedback control systems).
As one reviewer of the cybiotic art piece, Silent Barrage, noted, these types of cybiotic works
are  “something  oppositional  to  the  original  conception  of  cybernetics  as  a  science  of  control  and  
a  means  for  reducing  error  by  coupling  computation  to  human  capacity.”41 Cyborg systems are
often integral components of cybiotic arts since they generally consist of an agent and a refined
communication substrate; the only aspect lacking is the presence of another influential (nonhuman) agent.

Cybiotics and Rhetoric
As  described  earlier,  “procedural rhetoric is a subdomain of procedural authorship; its
arguments are made not through the construction of words or images, but through the
authorship  of  rules  of  behavior,  the  construction  of  dynamic  models.”42 As  Bogost  says,  “in  
computation, those rules are authored in code, through the  practice  of  programming.”43 In
cybiotics, on the other hand, the authorship is shared. While the human programmer takes
charge of creating the digital agent(s) and a means of inter-agent communication, the biotic
component  was  ‘programmed’  by  nature.  By spurring interaction between understandable,
digital models and actual living creatures, we can elucidate the hidden processes comprising
the organism.
The reason prompting procedural analysis of this this specific realm of biology-related media, is
the same  as  Bogost’s  desire  to  “address  the  properties  of  the  persuasive  medium  in  particular,  
and  the  general  practice  of  persuasion  on  the  other”44 because other forms of rhetoric such as
“visual  rhetoric,  simply  do  not  account  for  procedural  representation”45

Cybiotic Media
Augmented Fish
Some of the earliest examples of cybiotic media feature systems where a fish is paired with a
robot. This, apparently innate impulse within mankind, to expand the interactive abilities of fish
on dry land led to the creation of no less than three independent projects. The earliest, was
created in 1993 by the Japanese art-unit/”business”,  Maywa  Denki.  Their  “product”,  Sei-Gyo46
consists of a cross shaped plastic container mounted on a robot with tank treads.47
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Sensors in the arms of the cross serve as the communicative substrate linking the robotic and
biotic factors of the system, and in general instruct the robot to drive in the direction
corresponding to where the goldfish is located. Designer Ali Reza Kohani developed a similar
fish robot symbiosis. Inspired by a television commercial featuring a whimsical pairing of a
fishbowl and RC car, the system (though made from Lego) is a bit more refined than Sei-Gyo. It
features clear flat view ports for the beta fish, and an optical tracking system to communicate
movements to the robot. The most advanced version uncovered in this research of the robo-fish
concept  is  the  exhibition  “Augmented  Fish  Reality”  by  media  artist  Ken  Rinaldo.  Though,  like  the  
unsophisticated Sei-Gyo, the fish tracking only consists of four infrared sensors placed in
corners of the tank, in this piece, several robo-fish combos simultaneously interact with each
other and humans inside an arena.

In  the  same  field  as  these  artifacts  lies  Garnet  Hertz’s  “Cockroach  Controlled  Mobile  Robot.”  
Using the same logic as the above pieces, a roach sits on an inverted trackball, and the pushing
of its legs directs its robot body. As opposed to simple visual feedback however, the robotic side
of the system transmits knowledge of the external world by varying the intensity of an array of
LEDs shining towards the roach.

12

Charting these systems within the Biotic to Digital diagram of cybiotic systems would reveal that
the primary influence is driven by the programming within the biotic agent. The complexity of the
robotic side is minuscule. The roach bot, for instance, uses no microcontrollers or computers,
and  is  “programmed”  entirely  electronically  via  the  arrangement  of  their  transistors,  timing  chips  
and resistors.48 Each of these cybiotic systems, therefore, borders quite closely on the verge of
simple cybernetics. Importantly, though, the necessary component for consideration in cybiotics,
a mutual influence between the (non-human) organism and digital program, is present. As
opposed to solely digital works, the use of simple operational logics does not necessarily limit
the  richness  of  a  cybiotic  system’s  expression  in  the  realm  of  procedural  rhetoric.  Just  because  
a video game could include very simple agents (like the ball in Pong) does not exclude it from
non-trivial expression. The complexity stemming from the mass of biological unit operations can
provide interesting results from even the simplest interactions, because seemingly minuscule
decisions in the digital agent or mode of communication can have drastic impact upon the
behaviors of the organism.
Sei-Gyo  is  described  as  being  “a little jerky and seems to have little thought,”49 whereas Ken
Rinaldo’s  modern  incarnation  features  digital  and  mechanical  damping systems to minimize the
vibration experienced by the fish.50 Differences  in  the  robot’s  design  feed  back  to  the  fish  and  
lead to potentially altered behaviors expressed by the organism through the totality of the work.
A system that features jerkier movement during turns, for instance, could discourage the fish
from provoking the robot to rotate, but this conditioning could give a mistaken impression to the
entire piece that the fish simply prefers to travel in straight lines.
As  Bogost  points  out,  “Procedural rhetorics afford a new and promising way to make claims
about  how  things  work.”51 In cybiotics, the thing being described is typically the featured
organism. Each of the aforementioned pieces encapsulates the biotic creature and reduces it to
an entity of two-dimensional locomotion. When the systems are in play, the observed behaviors
form  the  rhetoric  describing  the  functionality  of  the  living  system.  In  reflecting  on  “Augmented  
Fish  Reality,”  Ken  Rinaldo  says,  “  In  past  artworks  I  have  found  that  the  Siamese fighting fish
move toward humans, presumably because they associate humans with food. Still, these are
robots under fish control and the fish may choose to approach and/or move away from the
48
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human  participants  and  each  other.”52 A quote from Garnet Hertz illustrates the compulsion to
read meaning and construct understanding from the cybiotic system.
“At   some   moments,   it   appears   as  if   the  cockroach   is  "adapting   in"   to   the   system.   In   other   words,  
behaving in a way that would indicate that it thinks that the robot control system is "real". There are
other times that it appears the cockroach couldn't care less about the lights shining toward it and
seems  to  enjoy  driving  the  robot  directly  into  walls  at  full  speed.”53

These actions have lead Hertz to the following  inferences,  “the  operating  machine  highlights  key  
characteristics of being biological. The robot and insect display attributes like unpredictability,
laziness,  irrationality  and  emotional  response.”54 Interpretations such as the desire of fish to
move toward humans, or the unpredictability of a roach, result not only from the organism, but
from  the  implications  of  the  substrate’s  design  and  the  actions  of  the  digital  responses.
Biotic Games
Archetypal examples of cybiotic media are found in Ingmar Riedel-Kruse’s  2010  collection  of  
“Biotic  Games.”  These  games  were  developed  by  Reidel-Kruse  to  investigate,  “novel  game  
experiences  and  applications  that  can  be  achieved  with  modern  biotechnology.”55 An earlier, but
smaller initiative in this field was led by new media professor Stephen Wilson in his 2003
exhibition  of  “Protozoan  Games.”  Wilson  describes  a  similar  impetus  for  his  works:  “Our  
intention is to be thought provoking about how very different biological processes can be utilized
and what novel game  mechanisms  can  emerge.“56
Some games, like Riedel-Kruse’s  “The  Prisoner’s  Smellema”  or  Wilson’s  “Control  Me,”  omit  any  
digital components, and humans simply playing games with creatures via biotechnology. Many
of the others though spread gameplay and communication across organism, human, and
program. All of the Riedel-Kruse  Lab’s  interactive  cybiotic  games  use  a  common  setup.  Groups  
or individual paramecia are loaded onto a square fluid chamber and placed underneath a
microscopic webcam. The camera not only displays imagery of the present paramecia, but also
feeds  into  what  they  term  their  “biotic  processor.”  This  is  a  simple  computer  vision  system  which  
digitally  monitors  the  cells’  locations,  keeps  track  of  game  mechanics  like  scoring  and  virtual  
boundaries, and controls any interactive digital actors particular to a game. The human player
can observe this expanded view of the living agents along with any digital overlays specific to a
particular game. The communication loop is closed by linking a player’s  hand-held controller
(modeled similarly to a standard video game controller) with a means of either chemically or
electrically influencing the movement of the paramecia.
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Pond Pong
One  of  the  Lab’s  first  games,  Pond Pong,  was  “inspired  by  the  classic and first commercially
successful  video  game  PONG.”57 In this case, human-paramecium communication functions by
chemotaxis which is a phenomenon where paramecia respond to specific chemicals via
attraction or repulsion. Humans manipulate a micro-needle which releases parameciumrepelling chemicals to targeted spots in the arena. Pond Pong replaces  the  original  PONG’s  
digital paddles with one of these micro-needles, and the virtual ball with an actual living
paramecium. The two players squirt chemicals onto  the  chip  to  form  opposing  “repellant  
landscapes”  in  an  attempt  to  drive  the  paramecium  over  the  other’s  goal  line.58

The digital agent in Pond Pong lacks much process intensity and exists only to determine if
paramecium has crossed the goal line of one of the players, otherwise the game could be
played simply with a human referee. The observed behaviors however reveal the invisible
mechanics  of  the  micro  world.  The  low  Reynold’s  number  hydrodynamics  particular  to  the  
paramecium’s  environment  slow  diffusion of the chemical and permit long-range, non-contact
interactions.59 The two-dimensional  model  of  paramecium,  initially  presented  by  the  game’s  
description, is interrupted in practice as the paramecium performs flips and turns perpendicular
to the flat plane of the game. Also, by building off the cultural knowledge of PONG, Pond Pong,
invites contrasting analysis between the simple bouncing idyllic cube, and the capricious moves
of a scurrying paramecium. As Riedel-Kruse states, these novel behaviors can motivate
students  “to  discuss  and  understand  the  observed  phenomena  in  order  to  identify  other  winning  
strategies  in  such  games”60
Ciliaball
Ciliaball moves the largely biotic game model of Pond Pong further into the world of the digital.
Here  the  “biotic  processor,”  along  with  simply  keeping  score,  also  constructs  a  virtual  soccer  
ball.  Instead  of  just  directing  the  organisms  into  the  goal,  one  coerces  them  to  “kick”  the  soccer  
ball into the goal. In this game the coercion is performed with galvanotaxis instead of
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chemotaxis, meaning that, instead of repelling the paramecia with chemicals, the player controls
orthogonal electrical currents which attract paramecia to different edges of the screen.61

The electrical system is not direct control and simply encourages the gestalt movement of the
flocks of paramecia. In this way the procedures of the system situate the human player as a sort
of  “coach”  trying  to  learn  the  best  methods  of  instructing  his  or  her  team  of  unruly  paramecia  to  
victory. The presence and direct interaction between the simple processes of a bouncing virtual
ball and the complex behaviors of swarms of paramecia further solidify the behavioral contrasts
presented by the differences between Pond Pong and the original PONG. The Riedel-Kruse Lab
asserts,
“In   these   games,   the   novelty   in   play   experience   compared   to   traditional   video   games   arises   from  
the challenge of guiding multiple objects simultaneously and from the inherent biological nature of
the system such as paramecia stochastically changing their swimming direction and often not
62
responding  to  the  applied  stimuli  as  anticipated.”

PAC-mecium
Another call back to early video games, PAC-mecium, also uses the same galvanotaxic control
system as Ciliaball. The game tries to emulate the original Pac-man by having the human player
try to make the biotic agent collect food while avoiding enemies. in PAC-mecium, these
concepts  are  represented  by  digital  simulacrum  of  similar  entities  in  the  paramecium’s  actual  
world. Pac-dots are replaced by virtual yeast food, and the ghosts are substituted with
predatory, zebra-fish larvae which dart across the screen, penalizing the player for any
paramecia  “eaten.”  Some  interesting  opportunities  are  lost  as  the  game  diverges  from  its  
antecedent. The straightforwardly coded, but intriguing and renowned behavior of the PAC-man
ghosts is discarded. The oppositional zebra-fish larvae simply barge across the screen,
annihilating all organism in their path. The larger dots, or Power-pellets, which traditionally make
the ghosts vulnerable, have no function in PAC-mecium other than possessing a slightly higher
point-value. The omission of these processes does however, promote the more realistic rhetoric
that paramecia possess no means of fighting back against their much larger predator.
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These games currently chiefly serve as a proof of concept, but Riedel-Kruse  notes  that  “such  
games are extendable to other microorganisms and alternate control mechanisms, such as
photo-activate-able chemicals or direct light in more elaborate micro-fluidic environments and
mazes.”63 The expression of collaborative or oppositional behaviors between human, organism,
and code highlights other factors that may be hidden from normal study. For instance, while the
paramecia, of course, know nothing of the overall game layer, they are still impacted indirectly
by its effects. In a game like PAC-mecium, they are being motivated by the connective feedback
running through the human controllers spawning from the virtual interactions between organism
and digital overlay. Unlike a traditional video game, these biotic agents have the potential to pick
up on these higher level patterns and change behavior in unanticipated fashions. For instance,
the manipulated organism could even anticipate or rebel against these patterns without ever
seeing the virtual game layout to which it has been implicitly responding.
Compared with purely digital or analog games, cybiotic ones permit interaction and
understanding in real-life worlds beyond our typical perception. Some larger considerations
arise from players actions when one plays with real lifeforms as opposed to immutable digital
agents. Reidel-Kruse makes a euphemistic reference to the fatigability of these agents when he
states,
63
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“Adding  fresh  paramecia  to  the set-up takes about 5 min, and paramecia are typically playable
for  more  than  an  hour.”64 The idea of mortal agents can alter the perception and overall
gameplay and interactions compared with a traditional video game. For example, according to
Riedel-Kruse  “the  question  what  these  paramecia  ‘feel’  while  being  steered  was  raised  
independently  by  different  players...the  player’s  knowledge  that  these  processes  are  real  and  
not simulated influences players perception.”65
Some may try to argue that erratic behavior of true paramecia could be reconstructed with just
more complex digital agents. Fighting this idea, Riedel-Kruse stresses the need for actual
biology,  noting  that,  “The  currently  available  computational  power  poses  challenges  to  
realistically emulate even modest biological phenomena, such as the swimming of ciliates at low
Reynolds  numbers.”66
Autoinducer_Ph-1
Andy  Gracie’s  bio-artificial ecosystem, Autoinducer_Ph-1, explores this potential ability of a
digital agent to replace a biological organism. Gracie’s  work  is  founded  on  an  ancient  rice  
cultivation technique that is based on biotic interactions. In southeast Asia farmers use a fast
growing  fern,  Azolla,  as  a  fertilizer  for  rice  patties.  Azolla’s  fertile  properties  derive  from  its  
relationship with a symbiotic bacteria, Anabaena azollae. The nitrogen fixing abilities of the
bacteria provide its host plant (and any nearby plants) with valuable nutrients enabling rapid
growth.67 Autoinducer_Ph-1 implants an additional layer of digital organisms into this symbiosis.

First, a culture of real Anabaena bacteria are grown in independent vials. Gas sensors
connected to these tubes generate data reflecting the life state of the bacteria. This data is fed
as virtual environmental factors into an artificial intelligence model of bacterial cells. The activity
of these digital agents dictates the supply of air, heat and light available to the organic bacteria.
Finally, the cross communication between cultures controls robotic arms which add or deny
64
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fertilizer to  a  rice  patty.  Gracie  states,  “The  more  the  relationship  between  the  real  and  synthetic  
bacterial colonies takes on a symbiotic nature the more nutrient will be delivered to the rice. If
the relationship veers more towards the parasitic the rice will be starved of the elements it
needs.  “68
Unlike some other cybiotic works whose behaviors are skewed more towards the actions of
either the digital or biological agent, Gracie claims true balance, stating that “through  this  
interface, the synthetic bacteria are fully integrated into the ecosystem and exert an equal influence
on  the  system  equilibrium.”

69

At large, however, the visible behaviors tend to be largely abstracted

The process visibility and information flow is not made immediately known to
visitors of the work, unlike the way that the presentation of the linked robot-biotic behaviors in
the cockroach controlled robot strike viewers as obvious. Here, without detailed information, the
audience is presented with seemingly disparate components.  Gracie  notes  that  “ the  ‘primal  
with unclear origins.

soup’  aspect  of  the  Anabaena  and  Azolla  cultures,  and  fragility  of  the  young  rice  shoots,  contrast  
70

strikingly with the computer-generated artificial chemistry”

but  the  “fertile”  connections  between  
these contrasting  sides  are  not  made  apparent  by  the  work’s  design.
While, in a gestalt fashion, one may be able to interpret that the movement of the arms
“‘balletically’  and  abstractly  describe  the  ‘emotional’  state  of  the  system  as  a  whole” 71 the
provenance of these emotions is unclear without detailed explanation. Part of this problem
stems from the issue of diverging timescales between the typical processes experienced by the
human audience and those of bacterial colonies and plant growth. Instead of the instant
feedback, and blatant process visualization provided by the biotic games, the interconnected
behaviors are expressed as slowly as plant growth. A longer term study needs to be made by
the viewer in order to fully understand the rhetorics of its procedures. The confusion surrounding
the  apparently  disconnected  behaviors  of  components  does,  however,  reinforce  the  artist’s  
statement  about  western  agricultural  techniques  as  “overly  complexified,  industrial,  
laborator[ies]”72.
Silent Barrage
A comparatively more lucid depiction of interlinked cybiotic processes is provided through Silent
Barrage’s  interactivity  and  real-time responsiveness. This collaboration between Dr. Stephen
Potter’s  neurology  lab  at  Georgia  Tech  and  Guy  Ben-Ary and Philip Gamblen of SymbioticA,
Silent Barrage began with a simple system where cultures of brain cells communicated with a
robotic  drawing  machine.  Tissues  from  embryonic  rat  neocortex  are  grown  into  a  “twodimensional mono-layer”  over  a  glass  multi-electrode array.73 The electrodes can read the
current activity of the neuroculture as well as pass stimuli back to the living tissue.
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At first, the impulses of the neurons were simply read and translated into mechanical actions of
the drawing machine, but then the team worked to developing the piece into a more complex,
“remote  robotic  ‘body’  to  [the]  culture  of  rat  neural  tissue.”74 They constructed an array of these
drawing machines attached to vertical poles which formed a record of the cyber-organism’s  
activity.

To  this  ‘body,’  they  then added a sensory system created from four cameras mounted above the
exhibit. The cameras record movements throughout the exhibit, and this data is analyzed and
sent back to the cell culture as messages reporting on the activity of the humans interacting with
the  organism’s  body.  The  sensing  and  interaction  components  tie  together  the  behaviors  of  the  
digital, human, and biotic agents, completing the piece as an interactive cybiotic work. Potter
states  in  an  interview,  “What’s  really  cool  about  this  is  the closed loop. We built this system so
that the video cameras in the ceiling are watching us and when we move around, this
movement is transferred back to the culture dish in Atlanta to stimulate those cells.75”
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While cybiotic works consistently play with their inherent feature of unpredictability, in general,
the interactions with the human components have a calming aspect upon the normally rapid
movements of the creature. These highlighted procedures correspond to a very explicit
rhetorical message. Dr. Potter states,
“The   whole   idea   of   the   silent   barrage   refers   to   the   barrage   of   activity   that   the   cells   have   when  
they’re   not  getting  any   inputs.  If  they   are   in   sensory   deprivation,  they  sort  of  go   into  this  epilepsy  
mode of activity, and these waves of activity spread across the dish in a huge barrage. And of
course,   it   doesn’t   make   any   sound  if   you   are  listening   to   the   culture   dish,   but   the   irony   is  here   in  
Dublin, you hear a lot of noise when these things have a barrage because all these robots move.”76

The element of human interaction directly situates the viewers within this network of behaviors
and provides instant feedback concerning the impact of their communication with the digital and
organic brains. Visualizing processes like these are key to effective procedural rhetoric.
Success  can  be  felt  in  times  like  when  the  team  notes  that,  “audience  members  have  reported  
that  while  walking  through  the  poles  ‘the  feeling  of  physically  travelling  through  an  active  brain  is  
impossible  to  escape’”77 The power of Silent Barrage’s  expressed  behaviors  captivates  its  
audience. Writing for Nature Medicine, about the piece, Michael Gorman states that Silent
Barrage is a “genuine  fusion  of  art  and  science—by holding up a mirror to the visitor in the form
of a jittering  robotic  brain,  it  provokes  an  uncomfortable  sense  of  empathy.”78
This setup gives insight into the potentially counter-intuitive functions of real-life biological
processes. These findings have fed back into traditional scientific research. Potter says that one
project spinning off from Silent Barrage is  “working  with  patients  that  have  intractable  epilepsy  
that  can’t  be  cured  with  drugs.  They  are  facing  the  possibility  of  having  part  of  their  brain  
removed, a fairly big chunk of the brain removed, and we think they might prefer to have
electrodes implanted in their brain. These would deliver electrical stimulation very similar to
what we are delivering to our culture dish here, [in Silent  Barrage]”79
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Conclusion
Cybiotic  media’s  novel  interactions  between human-crafted digital processes, and evolutionary
shaped living behaviors permits rich new realms of procedural expression that probe into the
unknown behaviors of life. This novel media type holds the power to implicitly explore the
hidden processes of biological creatures and graphically illustrate the potential impact of digital
behaviors. Cybiotic game designer, Riedel-Kruse,  expects  that  “implementing  the  same  game  
electronically and biologically will lead to cross- fertilization between both disciplines thereby
helping to improve the creation of virtual worlds as well as understanding how biological
systems  behave  and  function.”80 In describing the consequences of the roach controlled robot,
Garnet Hertz additionally hails the rhetorical value of these mixed procedural systems:
“[The]  platform  makes  the  intentions  of  the  insect  legible  to  a  wide  and  diverse  audience.  Although  
technically and conceptually complex, the system is easily understood by young and old with little
or no explanation. Individuals tend to watch the robot for extended periods of time, empathizing
with the insect, and trying to discern whether or not the organism is controlling or being controlled
by the technology... and whether it is aware of, immersed in, or pleased by its synthetic and
mediated  environment.”81

Cybiotic media also serves to ground digital or biological breakthroughs within larger contexts.
Stephen  Potter  gives  acclaim  to  the  innate,  interdisciplinarity  of  cybiotic  media:  “By  working  with  
artists, they consistently push me to consider the ethical and philosophical implications of what
we are doing. Scientists get the very narrow tunnel vision...without thinking too much about the
big  picture”82 Working with these systems allows humans to explore our digital capabilities while
also  immersively  sharing  “experience  and  knowledge  about  the  underlying  biological  key  
concepts  that  are  often  abstract  and  unclear,”83 but advances in biotechnology could potentially
render the cybiotic notion obsolete.

The death of cybiotic media
The core concept of cybiotic media revolves around mixing of the known and unknown.
Communication between entirely understood, human-created behaviors, and agents operating
with at least partially unknown control systems, leads to unique, fascinating works. A question
arises though as to what happens if science reaches the point however, of total determinism in
biotic behaviors? The scientists mentioned in the introduction, Dr. Daniel Gibson et al of the J.
Craig Venter Institute, used advances in biotechnology not only to analyze and manipulate living
creatures, but also to create their own, entirely-synthetic, self-replicating bacterial cell. Gibson
used  his  team’s  new  found  understanding  from  their  genetic  sequencing  research  to  generate  a  
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“complete genetic system...by chemical synthesis starting with only the digitized DNA sequence
contained  in  a  computer.“84
This breakthrough challenges the significance of cybiotic media. Perhaps cybiotic systems could
just as effectively be replaced with sufficiently complex digital or synthetic biological
components entirely programmed by Man. For instance, would biotic games that featured man
made, synthetic paramecia still be as unpredictable and scientifically and interactively
interesting? For now, the answer  would  still  likely  be,  “yes,”  since  the  produced  behavior  of  only  
certain genetic components is actually known. The largely unknown groups of sequences
mandatory for life were largely simply copied over from bits and pieces of other bacterial DNA.
As Gibson  states,  “even  in  simple  bacterial  cells...no  single  cellular  system  has  all  of  its  genes  
understood  in  terms  of  their  biological  roles.“85 Additionally, random environmental factors like
even the smallest cosmic ray can lead to long lasting consequences altering the desired
behavior of a pre-programmed  organism.  For  instance,  Gibson’s  genetic  watermark  quoting  
James Joyce was soon rendered illegible by standard mutations occurring from environmental
factors and normal replication.86
The cybiotic system could however, always feature a simple enough biological model situated
within such a controlled environment that the entire system could be entirely determined.
Certain simple processes, such as the expression of a certain enzyme by a cell under the
influence of a specific stimulus can nowadays be nearly perfectly determined. A system
including too little complexity and indeterminate behavior, would be considered little more than a
demonstration of a science experiment. This is why interesting cybiotic media pieces must
necessarily include aspects of biological non-determinism. As more is learned about the factors
and encodings of life and our universe, this information can be used to create more complex
and fascinating cybiotic media forms which probe into the yet unknown. In this way, cybiotic
media continues to present fresh procedural rhetoric about indeterminate behaviors, and
maintains its place in the avant-garde of both science and media.
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